**USA president switch may not occur**

Lesley Kennedy

The Daily Iowan

El Mondadori president John Gardner announced Monday that if things do not go according to plan, he will be stepping aside in the switch

positions with Vice President Bush. Gardner said he is definitely not the president
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A day in the life of a pizza guy

Tory Bruch
The Daily Iowan

At the age of 17, a guy named Bruch was working at a place called "Little Italy," which was known for its "hot" pizzas. Bruch was tasked with making pizzas, and he was determined to make the best ones possible. He spent hours perfecting his craft, experimenting with different ingredients and techniques.

One day, a customer walked into the restaurant and demanded a special pizza. Bruch, not one to disappoint, spent the next few hours creating a masterpiece that left the customer speechless. From that day on, Bruch was known throughout the city for his incredible pizzas.

Tory Bruch
The Daily Iowan

HAPKIDO

Alpha Kappa Psi
A Professional Co-Ed Business Fraternity

We welcome business majors and minors, pre-business students also welcome!
Informational meeting, Tuesday August 31st, 111 Iowa Room, 3rd floor.
For more information or if you cannot attend contact Kristin 354-0014 or Sheila 353-0520.

THE QUILT IS COMING...

Display in the IMU Main Lounge Sept. 1 - 4.

QUILT EVENTS...
See the QUILT, QUILT, QUILT!
Opening Ceremony, Sept. 1, at 8:00 pm Main Lounge, IMU
- Evolving Soft Sex, Sat. 2, at noon, Terrace Room, IMU
- The personal side of HIV/AIDS: three people tell their stories, Sept. 2, at 1 pm, Terrace Room, IMU
- Friendship in the Age of AIDS, Sept. 2, at 7 pm, Second floor Ballroom, IMU
- Service of Prayer; for those affected by HIV/AIDS, Sept. 2 at 8:30 pm, Second floor Ballroom, IMU
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Campsites a washout for park enthusiasts

Terry Bredel
The Daily Iowan

What has turned one of the Cedar Lakes' favorite sites into a mess is heavy rains along with 80-degree temperatures.

"I've never really even had a season," said Todd Shank, a manager at the site.

Shank said the damage comes from the heat of the day casting a shadow over the site.

The lake was permanently closed to boating for three weeks during the height of the flood and over 200 of the park's 300 campers had been underwater since early April.

"We lost all of the lower Cedarwood area," Supervisor Park Kreiter said.

Kreiter said he had not yet been back to the area.

Shank said the rebuilding of the campground will be a slow process.

"Recreation has never been, and never will be, a primary concern of the park," Shank said. "While it is important, it is a secondary benefit of the work."

Shank said the cause takes into account campers and park visitors in look back into the limitations of the park's facilities. Fortunately, Shank said, the monetary damages to the park have not been that great.

"A lot of the sites are nothing more than gravel and railroad tie," Shank said of the work going on in the instant of rebuilding.

All three of the park's beaches

Metro & Iowa

PREVENTING AN OUTBREAK
UI offering discounts on meningitis shots

Marla Hickey
The Daily Iowan

In order to prevent another meningitis outbreak, Student Health Services is offering $4 off meningitis vaccinations for UI students at reduced rates.

Last fall, four UI students came down with the disease, causing drive in which the university gave free shots to more than 12,000 students.

Although the UI Task Force for Infectious Diseases would like all students be vaccinated, it noted that this will be difficult to achieve again this year, said Dr. Mary T. Afifi, director of UI Student Health Services. The shots, which usually cost $50 at Student Health, will be $40 during an eight-week period starting Sept. 7.

"Meningitis has been around for a long time and is not something people usually get vaccinated for," said Larry D. Means, nursing supervisor for Student Health.

Because they have close contact with people in small quarters, it is important for college students to get the vaccination which lasts for three to five years, Afifi said.

The study will cover direct, indirect and induced impacts. It will also survey existing users of the airport as well as visitors who may never come in contact with the airport as to whether they would still come to Iowa City if they could not use the airport and if prices were brought by planes for transportation.

Several of the incidents said that if it was equally or more important for economic impact to consider this study.

The study will take samples from several weeks to several months to complete.

Cedar Rapids airport is not currently being charged with criminal charges. Two other teens, 17, both of Davenport, were charged with theft after the fact.

They're like typical college roommates. Really, really, cheap.

Right now, you can get a great price on an Apple® printer for your Macintosh. So you'll be able to print sharp, professional-looking papers right there in your room — without having to wait around at the computer lab. You can even get special financing with the Apple Computer Loan. See your Apple Campus Reseller today. And discover the power more college students prefer. The power to be your best.

For more information contact the

Personal Computing Support Center
Room 229 Weeg Computing Center • 353-5454

This ad paid for by Apple Computer. This offer also available on faculty and staff.

Associated Press
Davenport — Six Eastern Iowa towns have been declared in the death of a 17-year-old Davenport girl.

The body of Michelle Jesen was found Friday in a Davenport yard early Sunday. Scott County officials said it appeared she died from an overdose of a single prescribed drug to the back of the head.

Justin Verhooek, 19, of Calamus, and Jennifer Whelan, 18, of Cedar Rapids were charged with first-degree murder. Two other teens, 17, both of Davenport, were charged with theft after the fact

The study will cover direct, indirect and induced impacts. It will also survey existing users of the airport as well as visitors who may never come in contact with the airport as to whether they would still come to Iowa City if they could not use the airport and if prices were brought by planes for transportation.

Several of the incidents said that if it was equally or more important for economic impact to consider this study.

The study will take samples from several weeks to several months to complete.

Cedar Rapids airport is not currently being charged with criminal charges. Two other teens, 17, both of Davenport, were charged with theft after the fact.
Hillcrest program ensures UI students of SAFEWALK home

Drew Fowler

After this summer’s successful test run using recyclable UI paper products, a new system will be expanded to encourage recycling at the university yet again.

The project was developed by Clay Carter, an Iowa City company which handles the UI’s recycling. Clay Carter takes paper products, such as fed sacks and carbon paper, and turns them into fuel rods, said John Ockenfels, president of Clay Carter.

“These cubes are bought by boiler plants, which burn them along with coal as a coal substitute, he said.

The system was tested this summer at City Carton, an Iowa City company that designs and manufactures these cubes.

The order forms could not be recycled at City Carton and the forms were thrown away into the general landfill, which is about $50 per ton, he said.

“20 percent of the forms were recycled, which means $20 savings from the landfill, Casey said.

The order forms could not be recycled because of the summer flood, he said.

“Once the forms are recycled, it makes it very difficult to go back into the recycling system. They do that, we can open up a whole part of the market,” Casey said. “It’s like a nighttime business that was closed, but now we are opening the business back up.”

The project was developed by Clay Carter, an Iowa City company which handles the UI’s recycling. Clay Carter takes paper products, such as fed sacks and carbon paper, and turns them into fuel rods, said John Ockenfels, president of Clay Carter.

“Once the forms are recycled, it makes it very difficult to go back into the recycling system. They do that, we can open up a whole part of the market,” Casey said. “It’s like a nighttime business that was closed, but now we are opening the business back up.”

Casey did not know how many tons of the forms were recycled.

Scenic byways created to boost state’s tourism

Mike Glover

An advisory.

The program was started last March and expanded this summer.

As of right now, SAFEWALK is available only in Hillcrest residence halls. It operates from 7 p.m. to midnight Sunday through Thursday. Through Saturday, Residents may be transported to any building on campus, for appointments and medical reasons.

Anytime a Hillcrest resident calls SAFEWALK, two escorts, a male and a female, will be assigned to walk the resident home. Both escorts are dressed in bright red jackets to help residents identify them. Once the escorts find the resident, a password is exchanged to make sure the correct resident will be escorted home.

“SAFEWALK committee members and volunteer. I feel that our service provides a sense of security and comfort for Hillcrest residents,” said Michelle Rivera, a UI student who has used SAFEWALK.

SAFEWALK that night because I was a little scared. I am not exactly acquainted with this town yet. When I got back to Hillcrest, I really felt relieved because there was a guy and woman to walk me home. I felt safe.”

Although the program is less than a year old, it has played an active role in many Hillcrest resident’s lives. Last year, SAFEWALK included 64 volunteers.

More than 16 students from Hillcrest were registered to use the service, which received 17 calls from 21 different students throughout the year.

“Technology stretches beyond Hillcrest,” said Michelle Rivera, SAFEWALK chairman. "It reaches the Department of Public Safety, the Rape Victim Advocacy Program, UIU, Ancestral Residence Hall, the Dean of Student Office and the Department of Residence Services.”

Our committee members and other volunteers are very dedicated,” said an Iowan. "Everyone is being trained to use this system and to understand how it works. We are trying to help students reach their goals by providing them with a safe way to get around the campus.”

The program's goal is to open up a whole part of the market. We can open up a whole part of the market. We can open up a whole part of the market.
Mike Glover

Associated Press

DE ROSSO -- The city's summer of flooding may continue Monday as 1,000 households -- nearly a third of those affected by earlier rains -- fought with a rising Missouri River.

"There are a number of new flood victims," said City Manager Jim derivatives. "The Brauns River flooded into the plant last month, but it is now 250,000 people without safe drinking water.

The city's mayor, Mayor George C. VanZee, said the flooding was "more like a flood than a river." He said the city was forced to get in a few boats to get to a facility surrounded by water.

Meanwhile, officials at the city's water treatment plant said they had not had to break in the water since last month, when the river flooded the city.

"We had a break in the middle of the flood," said plant manager L.D. McMillan. "We replaced the system, the plant, and the water treatment plant.

The Missouri River was also expected to rise again, forcing the city to use boats to get to a facility surrounded by water.
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Cable TV could become cheaper for some

**NEW FCC RULES TAKE EFFECT**

The federal law which regulates cable rates, goes into effect this week.

Diane Danton
Associated Press

WASHINGTON -- Starting Wednesday, channel surfing about to become less expensive for some cable customers.

But for everyone -- as many as 5 million -- the cost of cable will continue to soar.

For those who can afford to pay, cable customers will notice other differences this week, like more international billing or revamped customer services with more channels that mean waiting longer for channel data.

President

lose support for NAFTA

Jim Abrams
Associated Press

WASHINGTON -- President Clinton returns to the legislative battlefield today with a warning to a Democratic Caucus that it may be losing its majority opposition to the free trade agreement with Canada. And a stern warning to Representative David Bonior.

"Up to two-thirds to maybe 50 percent of the caucus in the House is opposed to this treaty," said Clinton, returning to work today after a trip to California. "They come with the suggestion with the suggestion that there may be some need for a vote of confidence in the House by the end of the year."

But among the powerful opposition, headed by organized labor on the second and third-rank, is the House of Representatives.

Most Republicans support NAFTA.
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Most Republicans support NAFTA.
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Victims Advocacy Council in the University. "I generally feel that if there's help going too far,'" he said. "I've experienced that. I've been there."

Continued from Page 3

The university has been working to implement the plan. "There has been a lot of momentum here," she said. "We're hoping the new bell will help remove these incidents.

Executive Officer Luke Greenwalt speculated that there might be a lot of problems within the Senate if funding does not step up. "It will be a problem if it doesn't," Johnson said.

Senator 111 students say they want the bell. "Now, it seems like there's something people can rally around. "Now, it seems like there's something we can rally around," she said. "It gives it legitimacy."

Continued from Page 1

USI FLAP

CRIME

Continued from Page 1

WASHINGTON, D.C. (UPI) — The United States Senate has 100 members, and the House of Representatives has 435 members. The system is designed to give each member an equal voice. "But that doesn't necessarily mean there is correct information," said Munson. "I certainly think you need to look at the UI information in conjunction with the number reported to the Constitution."

THE DAILY IOWAN

The Daily Iowan Needs Your Help

Be a Candidate for Student Publications Inc.

Student Board

Pick up a S.P.I. nomination petition in Room 111 Communications Center during "One Year terms".

The Student Publications Incorporated board is the governing body of The Daily Iowan.

Duties include: meeting minutes, copywrite work, selecting an editor, long-range planning, equipment purchases and budget approval.

Petitions must be received in Room 111 CC by 4 p.m., Friday, September 10, 1993.

In Association with

The University of Iowa's

The Student Publications Incorporated board is the governing body of The Daily Iowan.
Many evacuate N.C. to avoid hurricane

Traffic backs up on the Washington Baum Bridge over North Carolina's Outer Banks Monday morning as more than 200,000 people were left vulnerable by two major storms. A fire broke out at the New Horizon apartments at Hampton Roads, said Fire Chief Paul Reichman.

Thousands were left vulnerable by two major storms. A fire broke out at the New Horizon apartments at Hampton Roads.

Traffic backs up on the Washington Baum Bridge over North Carolina's Outer Banks Monday morning as more than 200,000 people were left vulnerable by two major storms. A fire broke out at the New Horizon apartments at Hampton Roads, said Fire Chief Paul Reichman.
20 killed in Brazilian shantytown

Residents of the Vigario Geral shanty on Rio’s north side mourn a resident who was shot to death as they slept in the shadow of a church in a so-called “extermination squad” raid.

Residents claimed the shootings were a retaliation for the deaths of four state policemen near the shanty on Saturday. Those killings were in retaliation for the May 26 slaying of street kids and forced to retreat. Col. Celso Ferreira, who lives in a poor part of the city, was shot to death in the shadow of a church in a so-called “extermination squad” raid.
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Funding efforts opposed in USA

The time has come to put some gossip and rumor to rest and, in so doing, make clear the principles by which I will be carrying forth the presidency in the ensuing months. It is now clear to me that a variety of actions by various corners of this government can be categorized by a particularly dangerous agenda—racism and sel-preservation. What they've done right and wrong, much-disputed budget reform may be determined. The investigation for which I called when I signed the FY 96 budget, due in part to the nature of the circumstance upon me for the effort I have made to correct this nation's fiscal status displays the same bizarre values and, whether it should, it is used for what it is.

Nonetheless, please interpret no certainty on my part that these circumstances and biases couldn't change for the better if minds and hearts are opened. I don't necessarily feel that I have all the right answers, either. I both welcome and need friendly or unfriendly advice on this and all situations.

Currently there are four facets of improvement against me— all of which challenge my efforts in rep-tory and encourage diversity in expression and expansion at the university. The charges are supported by a chorus of white noises, many of whom were part of the spring 1995 budget committee, which I began to address last year and now try to carry forward. Here, if there is a question on the issue of diversity, it has nothing to do with the desirability of my father's (hit) blackノir or your way of relating to it because that's a governmental issue, not mine. If there is a question on diversity, it is about whether the idea of diversity will be understood even, with the leadership in the University of Iowa is the nature of the circumstance upon me for the effort I have made to correct this nation's fiscal status displays the same bizarre values and, whether it should, it is used for what it is.

Nonetheless, please interpret no certainty on my part that these circumstances and biases couldn't change for the better if minds and hearts are opened. I don't necessarily feel that I have all the right answers, either. I both welcome and need friendly or unfriendly advice on this and all situations.
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**Sports**

**Navratilova, Graf breeze through Round 1**

Navratilova, Graf breeze through Round 1.

**White Sox continue dominance**

White Sox continue dominance.

**Benzinger, Giants take care of Marlins**

Benzinger, Giants take care of Marlins.

**Who-What-Where...**

Today’s Baseball

- Chicago White Sox 2, Texas Rangers 0, 9 Innings, WGN
- Chuck at Branson, 1 PM, ESPN
- Texas Rangers to entertain at 6:30 PM, ESPN

Tonight’s MLB schedule

- Chicago Cubs vs. Houston Astros, 8 PM
- New York Mets vs. Philadelphia Phillies, 7:10 PM
- Boston Red Sox vs. New York Yankees, 7:10 PM
- Los Angeles Dodgers vs. San Diego Padres, 7:20 PM

**Sports Quiz**

Q Which college football team has the longest home winning streak?

See answer on Page 28.

**NFL Rundown**

Players may return after roster cuts

Dave Goldberg

Associated Press

2001 was the year the X-Tra played in the Super Bowl, no doubt the turning point in the franchise's history. But last season, the X-Tra were an average Super Bowl team, finishing at 10-6.

**MLB Rundown**

spoiler-

**The Daily Iowan — Tuesday, August 31, 1993**

**Strike two for baseball**

After pledging not to let their players out of spring training camp to help Super National League ballplayers

**Roger Goodell**

Associated Press

Not many baseball fans would have bet against the White Sox when they opened the season in April, and plenty of Sox fans would have bet against the Sox when they arrived in Kansas City for the opener.

**Joel Daynoff**

Associated Press

The game was over just like that.

**AMERICAN LEAGUE**

**White Sox continue dominance**

White Sox continue dominance.

**Benzinger, Giants take care of Marlins**

Benzinger, Giants take care of Marlins.

**WHO-WHAT-WHEN...**

Today’s Baseball

- Chicago White Sox 2, Texas Rangers 0, 9 Innings, WGN
- Chuck at Branson, 1 PM, ESPN
- Texas Rangers to entertain at 6:30 PM, ESPN

Tonight’s MLB schedule

- Chicago Cubs vs. Houston Astros, 8 PM
- New York Mets vs. Philadelphia Phillies, 7:10 PM
- Boston Red Sox vs. New York Yankees, 7:10 PM
- Los Angeles Dodgers vs. San Diego Padres, 7:20 PM

**Sports Quiz**

Q Which college football team has the longest home winning streak?

See answer on Page 28.

**NFL Rundown**

Players may return after roster cuts

Dave Goldberg

Associated Press

Not many baseball fans would have bet against the White Sox when they opened the season in April, and plenty of Sox fans would have bet against the Sox when they arrived in Kansas City for the opener.

**Joel Daynoff**

Associated Press

The game was over just like that.
Scoreboard

QUICK ANSWER

MAJOR LEAGUE STANDINGS

NATIONAL LEAGUE

W L

New York 35 12
San Francisco 34 13
Chicago 34 13
Cincinnati 34 13
St. Louis 34 13
Houston 33 14
Atlanta 33 14
Montreal 33 14
Milwaukee 33 14
Washington 33 14
Los Angeles 33 14
Atlanta 33 14
Los Angeles 33 14
St. Louis 33 14
Boston 32 15
Pittsburgh 32 15
Atlanta 32 15
Philadelphia 32 15
Philly 32 15

AMERICAN LEAGUE

W L

New York 35 12
Boston 34 13
Chicago 34 13
Kansas City 34 13
Toronto 34 13
Seattle 34 13
California 34 13
Minnesota 34 13
California 34 13
Seattle 34 13
Kansas City 34 13
Toronto 34 13
New York 34 13
Boston 34 13
Chicago 34 13
Houston 34 13
Texas 34 13

TRANSACTIONS

WASHINGTON: Placed OF Bob Oliver on 60-day disabled list.
San Francisco: Placed B C. Phillips on 15-day disabled list.
Baseball America: Philadelphia combining with Portland
Boston: Placed EF Charlie Faust on 15-day disabled list.

ROUNDUP

Continued from page 28.

by the Los Angeles Raiders. He was a surprise first-round pick just three years ago, when he weighed 285 pounds, but his officials noticed that he was conditioning slowly. He completed 48 percent of his passes for only five touchdowns with nine interceptions last year. The 24-year-old also was cut behind Jeff Hostetler, 37-year-old "Vip Ename" and rookie Billy Anderson.

While the Raiders were being questioned, they were gaining receiver -- Rocket Ismail's agent, Bob Wolf, said the former Terps star, who gained over two tons in his four seasons in the league, is a "no-brainer." "If you're a 'no-brainer,' you don't have to make a deal for what someone said," Wolf said.

Among the players who may be in the "no-brainer" category are running back Matt Bahr and running back Charlie Andrews, BAP in the 1991 Super Bowl.

"I have a talk with them and I think what I want. I can't say," O'Meara said. Also at war were kicker Jeff Jaeger and punter Jeff Gaassert of the Raiders. Kicker Mike Cade, former

BASEBALL America: Philadelphia combining with Portland
Boston: Placed EF Charlie Faust on 15-day disabled list.
Sports

**Braves hold trump card**

Tom Sefcik
Associated Press

ATLANTA - The Atlanta Braves hold the trump card as the NL West race begins to heat up in a week's time. Outfielders have stepped up their game in a week ahead of the starring of the National League. Baseball is a week away and the Braves have a game ready for the sluggish Giants and Dodgers.

The Braves held a status Quo into a big series as an Atlanta Braves fan on Monday night. But San Francisco has its sights set on the Braves as they go on July 22 after Giants' three-game sweep in the NL West.

The two defending NL West champs, who won Monday, had seven of eight hits in the fifth and sixth, Botts career behind the plate. The Braves failed to make the playoffs again in the NL East. Bartles, stemming from the first game, started pitching for the Atlanta Braves Tuesday.

"I like to get back to our original thing - winning two out of three from everybody," Baker said. "We've been on that pace, for the past four games. Everybody hits in the past four games. I have to believe that it's the sign of the times. The Braves have 31 games remaining on the schedule along with first baseman Will Smith and starter rubber. Jenkins said that the Braves are their last meeting of the season.

In the National League Sunday night, the two teams played one of the most exciting games of the year. The Giants' two-year-old pitcher John Mengden was on top punter.

"Iowa City's "Brion" Tolshut, returning from a knee injury, has been a great job so far," coach Dan Frye said. "But we have to. Only very pleased with the way they were all performed." The consistent pitcher has a game for the Iowa records. "Iowa's" winning pitcher 29-2, 38 . . .

Iowa's" winning pitcher on the night he had a 1-1 pitch.
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Modern gladiatorial games not quite like the Romans' version

E.B. Holmberg

The Daily Iowan

SIslamic terror, Roman ban, sports activities otherwise forbidden: in the Middle East today, it is dangerous, twice as much per subway ticket as it was yesterday. The Middle East is the quintessential decadent, a nation that has been at war with itself for centuries.

In terms of sports activities, the Middle East is a nation that has been at war with itself for centuries. In terms of sports activities, the Middle East is a nation that has been at war with itself for centuries.

The ancient Greeks had little entertainment comparable with the games of the gladiators. The games of the gladiators were a form of blood sport, as some ancient historians themselves freely admitted. Even today, some may not see the power of classic entertainment in the modern society as a means of entertainment in the modern society as a means of entertainment.

In short, the slaughter may have justified, perhaps, a certain amount of bloodshed, but there may be a few people aware of the facts. Sometimes the facts are too real to face.

There may be a few people aware of the facts. Sometimes the facts are too real to face.
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HELP WANTED

Norrell
BLUE JEAN JOS

Canaboug, WA

Now hiring for the following positions: Wait Staff, Drivers, Dishwashers. Must be hard working, money with pride. Come in and apply between 8:00 AM and 2:00 PM. Call 351-2030 for more information.

GOLDEN CORRAL

Wait Staff

Seeking experienced servers. Great for a part-time job or full-time employment. Weekly pay plus benefits. Call 337-5530 to apply. Day shift positions available.

Subway

Now hiring all shifts. Apply at 1615 5th Ave., Coralville, IA 52241 or call 351-3828.

RECRUITMENT

Seeking individuals who are looking for a flexible schedule to work in the food service industry. Apply in person at the restaurant or call 351-7714.

F alphabet

WHO SAY'S IT'S THE LAW?

Need hard working individuals for the following positions: Wait Staff, Dishwashers. Must be able to work nights and weekends. Call 339-9929 to apply.

SECRET PIZZA

$7 to start

Part-time positions available for the following positions: Wait Staff, Cashiers. Call 351-3828 to apply.

COUNTRY KITCHEN

Now hiring experienced cooks. Must be hard working and able to work nights and weekends. Apply in person at the restaurant or call 351-3828.

SALT IV

Join the team at SALT IV. Experience in the food service industry is preferred but not required. Apply in person at the restaurant or call 351-7714.

CARLOS BATISTA'S

Join the team at Carlos Batista's. Experience in the food service industry is preferred but not required. Apply in person at the restaurant or call 351-7714.

SMITH HOUSE

Part-time positions available for the following positions: Wait Staff, Cashiers. Call 351-7714 to apply.

TUTORING

Looking for a part-time position in the food service industry? Call 351-7714 to apply.

MIND BODY & SOUL

Health & Fitness

We are now accepting applications for the following positions: Wait Staff, Cashiers. Weekly pay plus benefits. Call 351-7714 to apply.

TRASH & ADVENTURE

We are now accepting applications for the following positions: Wait Staff, Cashiers. Weekly pay plus benefits. Call 351-7714 to apply.

MUSIC FOR SALE

Looking for a part-time position in the food service industry? Call 351-7714 to apply.

SPORTING GOODS

Looking for a part-time position in the food service industry? Call 351-7714 to apply.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

We are now accepting applications for the following positions: Wait Staff, Cashiers. Weekly pay plus benefits. Call 351-7714 to apply.

THE DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIED AD BLANK

Write ad using one word per blank. Minimum ad is 10 words.

Mark inside the blank

Phone

Ad Information:

# of days

Category

Cost ($ per word)

Word

X (per word)

1-5 days

6-10 days

11-15 days

16-20 days

21-25 days

26-30 days

31 or more days

No refunds. Deadline is 11AM previous working day.

Terms: 

Product: 36 inch panel produced by

bake with inch or more order, placed and order slips at

1111

center.

Iowa City, IA

52242.

Phone: 351-5749 or 351-1355.
The state of arts: so gay, but steady under repair

Amy Weisbrod
The Daily Iowan

The 151 year campus has experi-
enced some of the worst flooding in its
history. The Iowa City Downtown
Building has reopened and the
area is slowly returning to normal.
Workers are still cleaning up from
the flood, but the campus is look-
ing up and the community has
shown tremendous support for one-
another.

John Hancher, Chapp and the
Music Building

Physical Plant Manager Jim
Henderson and Fred W. Hackendahl have
done nothing to ease the state of
the men's restroom, easing the
vibration system, the air-conditioning
system and supply and air systems, which are com-
ing the damage effort.

Because of the size and the ex-
tent of Hancher's damage, it may
be up to three years before the
fully operational again. However,
the building has already been
opened and all classrooms are
open. According to Coach Wally Chappell, director of
the Men's Swimming and Diving
Plant is still in need of repair. It is
expected that it will be up and
working by summer.

The fall schedule will now begin
on Sept. 14 with the Trimpin dance
performance and the Art Museum
is expected to reopen before the
end of the fall semester.

The Theatre Building

The Theatre Building was off-
ically opened Monday, Aug. 14,
allowing administrative offices to
move back into the basement of the
plant because the water has fully receded. According
to the building superintendent, the water was trapped in
the basement for several days and the water has
continued to rise.

The Art Museum and Art

The Art Museum and Art
classrooms are still at the mercy of
the water and the flood storage space
will continue to flood.

Theatre Building

The Theatre Building may be
opening in as early as the fall. According
to UI main Controller Steve Curr-
er, damage to the building was
worth in the tens of millions. The
damage to the Music Building
may be going on for a couple of
months. According to Coach Wally
Chappell, director of the Men's
Swimming and Diving Plant, the
building is expected to be open by
summer.
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